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Mary Lennox is a sour-faced 10-year-old girl who was born in India to selfish rich British parents who didn't want her and were too wrapped up in their own lives. She was cared for primarily by servants who appeased her as much as possible to keep her under. Spoiled and with character, she is unmentioned, angry, rude and... (More)
Mary Lennox is a sour-faced 10-year-old girl who was born in India to selfish rich British parents who didn't want her and were too wrapped up in their own lives. She was cared for primarily by servants who appeased her as much as possible to keep her under. Pampered and with character, she is unmentioned, angry, rude and stubborn.
Later, there is a cholera epidemic that strikes India and kills her mother, father and all servants. She was found alone but alive after the house was empty. She goes to Yorkshire, England to live with her uncle, Archibald Craven, in his home called Misselthwaite Manor. Language: English Published in: 1911 Number of words: 80,369 words
(≈ about 5 hours) Copyright: This work is available for countries where copyright is life 70 and in the U.S. Project Gutenberg 63,395 free e-books 57 Francis Hodgson Burnett Francis Hodgson Burnett Free Description You Don't Need to Love Your Parents. It seems that nothing good will happen in this life. Fate stretches the heroine of the
book. FormatSizeDownloads-secret-garden-on-frances-hodgson-burnett.epub 177.57 Kb 0 the-secret-garden-by-frances-hodgson-burnett.mobi 752.78 Kb 0-secret garden-on-frances-hodgson-burnett.pdf 836.9 Kb 0 When Mary Lennox was sent to Misselthwaite Manor to live with her uncle all told that she was the most unpleasant-
looking child ever seen. That was true, too. She had a small thin face and a slightly thin body, thin blond hair and a sour facial expression. Her hair was yellow and her face yellow because she was born in India and was always sick in one form or another. Her father held a position in the English government and was always busy and ill
herself, and her mother was a great beauty who cared only about going to parties and having fun with gay people. She did not want a little girl at all, and when Maria was born, she handed her over to the care of Aya, who was made to understand that if she wanted to please Mem Sahib she should keep the baby out of sight as much as
possible. So when she was a sick, cranky, ugly little child, she was kept away, and when she became a sick, capricious, capricious thing, she also kept on the sidelines. Halah738KAek3639 - Read and download Frances Hodgson Burnett's book The Secret Garden in PDF, EPub online. Free Secret Garden Book by Frances Hodgson
Burnett.The Secret Gardenby by Frances Hodgson BurnettSynopsis: The Secret Garden novel by Francis Burnett. Currently is one of Burnett's popular novels, and is considered a classic of English children's literature. This story is a struggle between common sense and the conventional wisdom of a time in which common sense prevails.
Servants and fathers appear to be hurt by getting bogged down in false ideas that come from a doctor who supports medical practice at the time, although the other doctor takes a different view. Children, according to their own observations, reinforced by the common sense of the Deacon family, free themselves from the imposed regime
and triumph. Mary believes she has a great fear of the outside world and Colin helps her become more aware of the joys of life as he is washed. Another theme is what today can be called positive thinking, and belief in its power to achieve psychological and physical healing. At the same time there is a powerful signal about how life
circumstances affect the formation of personality. Mary, described as a sour face and spoiled becomes increasingly aware of her self when confronted with selfishness and tantrums in Boy Colin. Both are very affected by the simple kindness and understanding of Dickon, and his mother, who live a happy family life despite being poor, with
a focus on fresh air, exercise and being on one with nature as well as kind to other people. Maria's parents fall ill and die, forcing her to be transplanted from India to an English village. She arrives in a strange and suburban estate, where she discovers a long-abandoned garden and hears strange sobs at night. Thus begins The Secret
Garden, a children's book with an unusually dense collection of themes, symbols and motifs. Mary's personal development reflects her unravelling of the secret of a hidden garden, and the subtle background of magical realism adds a mysterious air to the proceedings. The modern reception left the Secret Garden largely unnoticed,
overshadowed by Hodgson's other work, Little Lord Fauntleroy. Since then, however, the book's reputation has grown steadily, and contemporary critics consider it one of the best children's books of the 20th century. This e-book is only considered free of copyright restrictions in the United States. It may still be copyrighted in other
countries. If you are not in the United States, you should check your local laws to make sure that the contents of this e-book are free from copyright restrictions in the country you are in before downloading or using this e-book. Compatible epub - All devices and apps except Amazon Kindle and Kobo. azw3 - Amazon Kindle Devices and
Apps. Also, download the Kindle cover sketch to see the cover in your Kindle's kepub library - Kobo devices and apps. Advanced epub - The advanced format is not yet fully compatible with most ereaders. Read which file to download and how to transfer them Ereader. Start Start Content table Read on one page Read the full story of the
changes. Anyone can contribute to make a standard ebook better for everyone! To report typos, typography errors, or other fixes, learn how to report bugs. If you're confident in technology and want to make a direct contribution, check out the GitHub repository of this e-book and our authors' section. . Toiminnot Ilmoitatomasta viestist'
Page 2 Dear People! I'm sorry - and grateful at the same time. I was surprised to see 116 followers in our little book club - wow! Thank you so much for participating in! Maybe my dream of meat and book discussion will someday become a reality! But I also apologize for stopping posting in this group of nothing. I felt very unmotivated at
the end of the year and I'm not happy with the post I've done before - just quotes from books. I would love to make more interesting content about books, authors, beautiful publications, etc., but I'm not sure what to do exactly. So I would like to have your opinion on this. Please leave a comment if you have an offer for a new group format,
or check out one of the suggested ones. And thank you for joining again! I'm very glad to see you here 138 206 Black skinny face burst into the first true smile Harry saw on it. for a moment, he was recognizable as the man who laughed at Harry's parents' wedding. - JK Rowling, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban jkrowling
#hpbooks #harrypotterandtheprisonerofazkaban #enhlishbookclub #englishbook 165 You can exist without your soul, you know, as long as your brain and heart still works. But you will no longer have a sense of yourself, no memory, no more... No problem. There is no chance of recovery. You just exist. Like an empty shell. And your soul
is gone forever... Lost. - JK Rowling, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkabanairroling #hpbooks #harrypotterandtheprisonerofazkaban #enhlishbookclub #englishbook 120 Page 3. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmoitatomasta viestist' Page 4 42 So people have another chance to make a choice - from our next book of
the month for August I hope you enjoy our next applicants! Vote wisely - this is the last month of summer, so let's make it memorable with a really good and interesting book. The descriptions of the books are under the covers of #bookofthemonth #books #englishbooks #anneofgreengables #thebookthief #threedarkcrownd
#theguerneyliteraryandpotatopeelpiesociety #LucyMaudMontgomery #MarkusZusak 475 I love, love, love Anna Green Gables absolutely beautiful, incredible story!!! But by voting for Francoise Sagan like to try something new! C) It's so strange that when you work you never think of all the inspiring thoughts that made you take on work
first. Before I was in the hospital at all I thought that since I suffered myself I must feel it is a great thing to alleviate other people's suffering. But now that I'm actually doing what I know relieves someone's pain, it's nothing more than a matter of business. I can think of high thoughts about all this before or after, but never in a while. At least
almost never. Sometimes a little thing makes me stop suddenly, and I feel a fierce desire to cry in the middle of what I'm doing. Covenant Youth #testamentofyouth #bookclub #englishbook #bookclubmoscow #bookreview #book #bookclub_sg 73 To my surprise, taut and without tears as I was, I saw him hastily mop his eyes with a
handkerchief, and at a time when it was too late to answer or show that I realized I realized how much more he cared about me than I had imagined, or he ever showed. I, too, felt so bitterly sorry for him, because he had to fight back tears until I had the desire to cry at all, and the unbearable desire to comfort him when there was no more
time to do so made me furious with the frenzied pain of impotent desire. Faith Brittain, Covenant of Youth and #testamentofyouth #bookclub #englishbook #bookclubmoscow #bookquotes #book #bookclub_sg 145 How Beautiful and Touching!!! #about_theauthorsg... Now I can see clearly how wonderful Britten was. Her stuffy middle-
class family couldn't have been more conventional. Her parents never doubted that their son should go to university, if so inclined, but saw the desire of their rather young daughter to do the same as absurd; and there was no thought that she should go anywhere, even shopping in nearby Manchester, unaccompanied. As for loneliness
with a man - it was so unseemly that when, in just one daring case, she and Leighton managed to engineer a short train journey together, they were too shy to talk to each other naturally until the last moment... - Diana Athill (British literary editor, writer and memoirist). Source: #testamentofyouth #bookclub #bookclubmoscow #fembook
#englishbookclub #bookclub_sg 69 Like No Other... You share this part of my mind that associates yourself mostly with perfect things and places... The impression of thinking of you gives me a very close touch with what gave me a lonely hillside or a sunny day... or books that meant more to me than I can explain... It's grandiose, but it's
not enough for this world... The earthly and obvious part of me wants to see and touch you and realize that you are tangible. - Vera Britten, Covenant of Youth #testamentofyouth #bookclub #englishbook #bookclubmoscow #bookquotes #book #bookclub_sg 70 When I was a girl... imagined that life was individual, its own thing; that events
outside the world were important enough in their own way, but were personally totally inappropriate. Now, like all my generation, I had to learn the terrible truth again and again... that no life is truly private, or isolated, or self-sufficient. People's lives were entirely their own, perhaps - and more justifiably - when the world seemed vast, and
all its comings and exits were slow and deliberate. But this is no longer the case, and never will be again, since man's inventions have eliminated so much distance and time; for the better, for the worse, we now each of us is part of the surge and swell of great economic and political movements, and everything we do as individuals or as a
nation, deeply affects everyone else. - Vera Brittain, Covenant Youth'verabrittain #testamentofyouth #bookclub #englishbook #bookclubmoscow #bookreview #book #bookclub_sg 58 Good day, folks. In Moscow, where our club is now, the weather surprised us: rainy days are ahead. So that's why I want to make some tips for reading and
having a cold in the summer rainy season. (If you can't stay home during this period (after all, many of us can't take a job at home), you can always use this advice the evening after work). Nate the Coconaan... Rainy days have always been more aesthetic to read, like any other days of the year - so take your favorite book about magic, or
some classic (like Jane Eyre Charlotte Bronte), make yourself a cup of tea - or it'll be hot chocolate - and enjoy the day of reading. - Make sure you have enough light to read, never read in the dark or in places where you feel that your eyes are tense (this is a really important point, don't miss it) - if you make yourself a cup of coffee, tea or
chocolate make sure the napkins - it's too really importintata point if you, like me, often spill drinks around. Even if not - whith napkins it's always calmer for me. - Turn on background music - I prefer classic radio, or playlist for reading/on a rainy day - it's always more relaxed with music if you're tired of the sounds of rain. - If you prefer
audiobooks, a rainy day is the perfect chance to use it well: curl up in a blanket, take a happy laptop or knit, or any of your hobbies - and just cool your mind. There's something about rain that draws you into the comfort of reading. Whether you're at the window, in the kitchen, or in bed, the rain outside seems to make your house cozier -
it's perfect for a good activity like reading. Here's one cute video about a rainy day-book reading routine: a nice and dreamy rainy day today #books #booksadvices #readingbooks #bookclub #bookclubmoscow #englishbookclub 151 #about_theauthorsg Диана Атхилл Атхилл read Vera Britten's war memoir when it was published in 1933,
and found the author tediously overconfident and melodramatic. How did she make such a mistake? Nate the cocoon...... I must confess that, reading this book shortly after its publication in 1933, I was on the side of the young women who caused this misfortune. What came to me then was her self-esteem and seriousness, and I (a very
new pacifist) disliked how she wrote, as if she were alone in the war, romanticizing it even when she hated it. Every adult I knew went through this and none of them saw themselves wrecked, living on ingloriously and unwantedly. Of course, the war was unspeakably vile - but what a tiresome melodramatic woman this was! So it was a
surprise to pick up her book now and find out how good she is... Diana Athill (1917-2019) is a British literary editor, writer and memoirist who worked with some of the greatest writers of the 20th century. Source: #testamentofyouth #bookclub #englishbook #bookclubmoscow #bookreview #book #bookclub_sg 63 32 Page 5 Hello, people!
It's been almost a month! I can't believe it! So if you're here for our main reason - meeting to discuss books ;) - we can have one next week! If you want to join, please live comment under this post! We will choose a place and a good time for all) We will discuss our Alice in Wonderland. But I'm not such a hopeless romantic, and if no one
wants to come this time, we'll try next month! But in any case soon there will be our first vote for the next book of the month! Stay tuned) #englishbookclub #bookclub #bookclubmoscow #moscowbookclub 69 One day I'll join you for sure !!! Can you guess who the illustrator of these illustrations is for Alice in Wonderland? You know his
name for sure, even if you're not interested in art history... In 1865, a Victorian mathematician wrote a tale that would continue to live a parallel life as one of the world's most beloved children's books and a modernist masterpiece of philosophy that mushrooms its output of wisdom with every reading. Nate the Coconaan... Nearly a century
later, in a 1961 lecture called Where We Go From Here, Marcel Duchamp predicted that tomorrow's new artists like Alice in Wonderland... will pass through the retina glass to reach a deeper expression. Duchamp's insight materialized in a concrete form eight years later, when the visionary editor of Random House commissioned the
surrealist king Salvador Dali (May 11, 1904 - January 23, 1989) to illustrate Carroll's classics for a small exclusive edition of their book series of the month. Dali created twelve heliogravres -- the frontispiece, which he signed in each copy of the edition, and one for each chapter In the introduction, Burstein examines the natural creative
fusion between Carroll and the surrealists: For both Carroll and the Surrealists, what some call madness can be perceived by others as wisdom. Even the creative processes of Carroll and the Surrealists were similar. Surrealists practiced automatism in writing and drawing; Carroll called the original story about the tale ... effortlessly,
saying that every such idea and almost every word of dialogue, came by themselves ... when fantasies unsought came crowding thick on me, or at times when the jaded Muse was goaded into action more, because she had to say something than that she had something to say. So, yes, Dali drew illustrations for Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland! Do you know what and what you think of them? Source: #alicesdventuresinwonderland #aliceinwonderlanbook #bookedition #englishbookclub #englishbook #bookillustrations #illustrations #bookclub 85 Yes! I knew it! C) I'm not Dali's biggest fun, but I think his style fits the story perfectly! Good afternoon, guys! I'm here to tell
you about one brilliant legal site with free audiobooks! It's called LibriVox, and it has a great collection of audiobooks that you can listen to for free - and all because of the public domain! domain consists of all creative works that are not subject to exclusive intellectual property rights. These rights may have expired, been lost, expressly
revoked or may not be applicable. At LibriVox you can also become a reader for anyone else - Audiobooks LibriVox are read by volunteers from all over the world! Or you can just enjoy listening to audiobooks yourself. #englishbook #audiobook #englishclub #bookclub #audiobooks 66 #interestingbookfacts_sgDo Do you know who
Charles Lutwij Dodgson is? You may be wondering if I told you that he is the author of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland! Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (1832-1898), better known by the pseudonym Lewis Carroll, was an English writer of world-renowned children's fiction, particularly Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and its sequel through
The Preparation. He was born in a small village in England and was the third (and oldest boy) of eleven children. He was styding at Oxford University (May 1850). In 1856, Charles became a frey with the young Liddell family, with three daughters: Lorina, Edith and Alice. The friendship between Charles and the Liddell family grew into a
habit of taking children on rowing trips (first Harry's boy and then three girls) accompanied by an adult friend to nearby Nunham Courtney or Godstow. It was in one of these expeditions on July 4, 1862, that Dodgson invented the outlines of history, which eventually became his first and great commercial success. He said Alice Liddell's
story, and she begged him to write it down, and Dodgson eventually (after a great delay) gave her a handwritten illustrated manuscript called Alice's Adventures Underground in November 1864. Alice was published in 1865, three years after Charles Lutwij Dodgson and the Rev. Robinson Duckworth rowed in a boat. ( #englishbook
#readwithus #lewiscarroll #alicesadventuresinwonderland #aliceinwonderland #book #bookhistory #secretgardenbookclub 91 Hello everyone and welcome to our little group! I was so excited to see the new members - I hope you find the Secret Garden a cozy and warm place where you can always go on rainy days. And I'd like to
introduce you to our first book of the month: The Adventures of Alice in The Wonderland of Lewis Carroll! Nate the Coconaan... While it's not a great book, I think we should give it a whole month - the story isn't as easy as it may seem: playing words, meaning characters/actions and stories behind words - it's all great material to discuss.
(We will set a date for our meeting closer to June.) During this month we will see various book covers for Alice (it reaaally large collection), quotes from the book, as well as some interestiong articles or videos about all senses in Alice. If you yourself have beautiful covers or editions of Alice in Wonderland you can send your photos in
sentence (on the wall) or you can add your pictures of the book in a special album that calls Our Books. Hope to find that you are happy with our first book of the month!#alicesadventuresinwonderland #alicesadventuresinwonderlandbook #bookclub #englishbook #aliceinwonderland #aliceinwonderlandbook #englishbookclub
#bookclubmoscow 107 Page 6 Kindred perfumes are not as small as I thought. It's great to learn there are so many of them in the world. - L.M. Montgomery, Anna Green Gables 41 Good afternoon, folks! Today I want to announce our meeting - with its purpose about our club - and once again, invite you to write in the comments if you
want to come so we can discuss the day and time. (We'll discuss the Covenant of Youth I remind you) So be sure to sign up (in the comments) if you want to come! I will be glad to see you #bookclubmoscow #bookworms #books #englishbookclub 52 Page 7 I am sure that we should not close our hearts from the healing influences that
nature offers us. But I understand how you feel. I think we're all experiencing the same thing. We resent the thought that anything can please us when someone we love is no longer here to share pleasure with us, and we almost feel as if we were infidels to our grief when we find our interest in life coming back to us. - L.M. Montgomery,
Anna Green Gables-anneofgreengables #LMMontgomery #englishbook #englishbookclub #bookclub #bookclubmoscow #currentlyreading Dear people! September is close - and so close to the change of season. Bowes that I would like to make some changes to our club! I would like to announce a new every month competition where
you can win different kinds of things from the bookstore like bookmarks, laptops, colorful pens or pencils and even books! Nate the Coconaan... All you have to do is subscribe to our group, read our book of the month with us, write your opinion about it, and invite it to our group! Your post should not be too little and too long - of course, it
all depends on what you want to say about the book and the feelings it has given you. You can write it in English - or in Russian if you feel like it! We will develop your essay in time, with your name on it, and so that everyone can see our heroes! This is your chance to write your opinion about the book, and maybe even discuss it! The
winner will be a post that will have more likes (or if you're the only one who wrote the post in a month, you win) and I'll mail you (or at a meeting to disperse our book). You still have one week to write your oppinion on Anna Green Gables and send it to me! Be sure to make #Englishbookclub #thesecretgarden #bookclub
#bookclubdiscussion #bookcompetition 75 Dear People! I am happy to announce the date of our meeting and vote for next month's book! I tried to make this collection of books as special and magical as it may be a meeting to take place next week, be sure to comment under this post that you would like to come if you want to come and
discuss Anna Green Gables that we read! We will choose the date and time) And don't forget to vote for the next book of the month - September is such a great time for long walks and good books! #bookclubmoscow #bookclub #currentlyreading #thesecretgarden #alittleprincess #agnesgrey #annebronte #harrypotter #hobbit #jkrowling
#jrrtolkien #thechroniclesofnarnia 49 Page 8 Dear People! Since next month is the month when we celebrate the most mystical, terrible and ghostly hollyday It will not have a vote for the next book of the month, because this month will be all about ... Frankenstein or, Modern Prometheus Mary Shelley! I hope you won't be disappointed!
The novel, written by the English writer Mary Shelley, tells the story of Victor Frankenstein, a young scientist who creates a hideous creature in an unorthodox scientific experiment. It was published in 1818 and had a significant impact on literature and pop culture and spawned a full genre of horror stories, films and plays. There are good
and scary reads! 90 Dear people! It's about half a month, what do you think of the Secret Garden Book? Have you already read it or do you prefer to relax reading? Don't forget to write your opinion on the Secret Garden, if you have one - we'll unwrubst it group and you'll get a little surprise for you! Just write your post and send it in
sentences (it can also be in Russian language, but it will be great if it will be in English!) 42 There was nothing in the garden that would not quite look like yourself - nothing that would not understand the wonderfulness of what happened to them - the huge, tender, terrible, heartbreaking beauty and solemnity of Eggs. If there was one
person in this garden who did not know through all his innermost being that if the egg was taken away or hurt the whole world would whirl around and crash through space and come to an end ... couldn't be happy even in that golden spring air. - Frances Hodgson Burnett, Thesecretgarden's Secret Garden #franceshodgsonburnett
#thesecretgardenbook #bookclub #bookclubmoscow #currentlyreading #englishbook #septemberreads 53 Page 9 Dear People, Today I want to announce our new book of the month - Stormy Heights Emily Bronte! The novel was published in 1847 under the pseudonym Ellis Bell. Although Wuthering Heights is now a classic of English
literature, modern reviews have been deeply polarized; it was controversial because of its unusually stark portrayal of mental and physical cruelty, and it defied only Victorian ideals regarding religious hypocrisy, morality, social classes and gender inequality. The novel also explores the consequences of envy, nostalgia, pessimism and
resentment. Hopefully you'll find it fascinating for your November! #WutheringHeights #EmilyBronte #Englishbookclub #bookclub #currentlyreading 153 Dear People, on this Halloween day I would like to present some scary stories for your more creepy mood It's all links in audiobooks (which you could read for one evening) I hope you
sniff kokonaan ... Otranto Castle is a 1764 novel by Horace Walpole. This is usually regarded as the first Gothic novel. In the second edition, Walpole used the word Gothic to the novel in the subtitle, Gothic History. The novel combined the Middle Ages and terror in a style that has survived until now. The aesthetics of the book has shaped
modern Gothic books, films, art, music and goth subculture. Legend of the Sleepy Hollow - this is the gothic story of the American writer Washington Irving, contained in his collection of 34 essays and short stories called The Book of Sketches by Jeffrey Creyon. Written while Irving lived abroad in Birmingham, England, The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow was first published in 1820. The story takes place in 1790 in the countryside around the Dutch settlement of Tarry Town (historic Tarrytown, New York), in a secluded Glen known as Sleepy Hollow. Sleepy Hollow is famous for its ghosts and obsessive that permeates the imagination and visitors. Black Cat is the story of
American writer Edgar Allan Poe. It was first published on August 19, 1843. The story is presented as a first-person narration using an unreliable narrator. He is a convicted man at the beginning of history. The narrator tells us that from an early age he loved animals; he and his wife have many pets, including a big, beautiful black cat (as
described by the narrator) named Pluto. This cat especially loves the narrator and vice versa. Their mutual friendship lasts for several years until the narrator becomes alcoholic.#halloween #halloweenbooks #englishbooks #gothicnovels #gothicbooks #scarybooks #halloweenmood 214 Good Day, People How Is Your October? What do
you think of meeting and discussing Frankenstein together? We could meet on October 30 somewhere in the center of Moscow If you want to come, leave her comment and we will discuss all the details!#bookclub #moscowbookclub #englishbookclub 46 Page 10 Dear People! With the arrival of the first winter month I want to announce a
vote for our new book of the month! This month it will be special books, as December is a time of magic. Here are the first three books in the Harry Potter series. I hope you'll be happy to read one of this magical book with us! Choose wisely! #currentlyreading #harrypotterbook #harrypotter #englishreading #bookclub #englishbookclub 125
you teach me now how cruel you were - cruel and false. Why do you despise me? Why did you betray your heart, Cathy? I don't have a word of comfort. You deserve it. You killed yourself. Yes, you can kiss me, and cry; and wring out my kisses and tears: they will overshadow you -- they will curse you. You loved me - what right did you



have to leave me? What right - answer me - for the poor fantasy you felt for Linton? Because suffering, and degradation, and death, and nothing that God or Satan could inflict would have parted with us, you, by your own will did so. I didn't break your heart, you broke it; And by breaking it, you broke mine. The worse for me, I'm strong. I
want to live? What kind of life will it be when you. Would you like to lie with your soul in the grave? - Emily Bronte, Wuthering Heights, Wuthering #EmilyBrontë #englishbookclub #bookclub #currentlyreading #Englishbook #EmilyBronte 163 Page 11 I can't express it; but of course you and everyone have an idea of what your existence is or
should be outside of you. What would benefit from my creation if I were fully contained here? My great suffering in this world was The Suffering of Heathcliff, and I watched and felt every one from the beginning: my great thought in life myself. If all else died and it remained, I still should be; and if all else is left and it's been destroyed, the
universe to a mighty stranger: I must not seem part of it. My love for Linton is like foliage in the woods: time will change it, I know well how winter changes trees. My love for Heathcliff is reminiscent of the eternal cliffs at the bottom: a source of little visible delight but essential. Nelly, I'm Heathcliff! It is always, always in my head: not as
pleasure, no more than I always pleasure for myself, but as my own being . Emily Bronte, WutheringHeights, WutheringHeights #EmilyBrontë #englishbookclub #bookclub #currentlyreading #Englishbook #EmilyBronte 115 My love for Linton is like foliage in the woods: time will change it, I know well how winter changes trees. My love for
Heathcliff is reminiscent of the eternal cliffs at the bottom: a source of little visible delight but essential. Nelly, I'm Health! It is always, always in my head: not as pleasure, no more than I always pleasure for myself, but as my own being . Emily Bronte, Wuthering Heights Wuthering #EmilyBrontë #englishbookclub #bookclub
#currentlyreading #Englishbook #EmilyBronte 111 Page 12. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist.
Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmeita asiattomasta viestist. Toiminnot Ilmoitattomasta viestist' Page 13 32 A Little Information The Secret Garden was written by Frances Hodgson Burnett and first
published as a book in 1911 (the novel was first serialized, starting in November 1910, in ten issues of the American magazine, with illustrations by J. Scott Williams. The working title of the book was Mrs. Mary, in connection with Mary's English nursery rhyme, Mary, quite the opposite (English nursery rhyme). Parts of the novel were
written during Burnett's visits to Buile Hill Park - a beautiful public park in Sidley, Salford (England). So if you're planning to visit Salford be sure to look at this park that was the inspiration for this good book!#thesecretgarden #franceshodgsonburnett #thesecretgardenbook #bookclub #bookclubmoscow #currentlyreading #englishbook
#septemberreads #thesecretgardenbookclub 72 Page 14 I'm sure we shouldn't close our hearts from the healing influences that nature offers us. But I understand how you feel. I think we're all experiencing the same thing. We resent the thought that anything can please us when someone we love is no longer here to share pleasure with
us, and we almost feel as if we were unfaithful woe when we find our interest in life comes back to us. - L.M. Montgomery, Anna Green Gables #LMMontgomery #englishbook #englishbookclub #bookclub #bookclubmoscow 73 They keep coming up with new things all the time - things to make you perplexed, you know. You solve one
question and there is another right after. There are so many things that need to be pondered and decided when you start to grow. It keeps me busy thinking about them all the time and deciding what's right. It's a serious thing to grow, isn't it, Marilla? by Lucy Maud Montgomery, Anna Green Gables anneofgreengables #LMMontgomery
#englishbook #englishbookclub #bookclub #bookclubmoscow 62 Dear People! I want to announce some changes in our club: I would like to extend our book of the month (Anna Green Gables) until the end of August so we can start a new book right in September, and from then on we will be reading the book exactly a month from 1st to
30th-31st. I recently realized (not without the help of my fellow book club-business) that I never announced a timeline for our reads (although I knew them, I was sure you knew them too without saying it) and I want to apologize for it! Voting for the next book of the month will begin in a week until next month, and the meeting will take place
in 28-30 days of the month. Hope you have a good August with Anna and our Secret Garden #bookclub #englushbookclub #anneofgreengables 72 72 the secret garden epub vk. the secret garden burnett epub
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